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Active verbs help energize your prose. Richard Nordquist is a freelance writer and former professor of English
and Rhetoric who wrote college-level Grammar and Composition textbooks. Even if you are a multi-tasking,
frequently-under-stress executive, making time for better business writing is worth it. Instead of writing "The
meeting was led by Tom," write "Tom led the meeting. Stick to a nice, clean type style such as Helvetica or
Times New Roman and limit the number of fonts you use in correspondence. Use active rather than passive
verbs. Use simple, clear, precise language. Very truly yours, Affectionately yours, TTFN, Answers b and c are
closings reserved for informal letters to friends and family and would be inappropriate in a business letter. Put
metaphors on the back burner. By using simple, clear, precise language--and following a few other basic
writing rules--you can become a better communicator. Read More. Again, this is a case of knowing your
audience. Summarize your point in the beginning regardless of whether you write a memo, proposal, or an
email. I've profiled companies and entrepreneurs in China, Pakistan, Argentina, Mexi On the other hand, the
meaning of, "We've decided to suspend production," is clear. Active verbs allow the reader to comprehend
quickly and to understand more completely. Avoid Acronyms and Jargon, Where Possible Industry-specific
jargon and acronyms may be necessary sometimes, but when used frequently they indicate laziness and bore
the reader. Using jargon is lazy, and it clouds the message that you're trying to deliver. Put your main points
first. Use contractions when possible. Other viewpoints will help you improve. There are how many kinds of
letters? Of course, the content of business writing relates to a business entity but it also relates to a specific
and purposeful transaction between the writer and his or her audience. The date The sender's address The
recipient's address July 4, would be found in the date section of a letter. According to Brant W. Never use a
long word where a short one will do. The message should be well planned, simple, clear, and direct. Use
English. Think First and Write Afterwards Your communications need to be engaging and plain-spoken, so
that your style of composition does not burden busy people. You will capture the attention of busy
professionals by giving them a brief summary of the contents in the opening of your message. State exactly
why you're writing the correspondence upfront. When appropriate, ask for feedback from colleagues,
especially if you are writing a proposal, report, or an important memo. Explains or justifies an Action:
Professional communication allows a business entity to explain their beliefs or to justify their actions. Review
and Edit the Text Go over what you write. Which of the four examples below would be an example of a
formal closing? Consider what your reader or readers should think or know after receiving what you sent. That
said, while many businesses have their own in-house style guides, elementary rules for style and grammar
must be observed for your writingâ€”and youâ€”to be considered professional. Never use the passive verb
where you can use an active verb instead. Therefore, Answer c is the correct answer  Grandiose language
reflects verbosity, not intelligence.


